Supply List for Class #82: Hand-Tied Fleece Blankets

**All participants: Please bring sharp fabric shears to class if you have them at home.**

Participants have 3 choices:

1. Attend class and learn how to make a blanket by watching and using loaner supplies provided by instructor. Participants learn how to make a blanket in class and purchase their fabric AFTER class to make at home.

   OR

2. Purchase a blanket kit (such as from JoAnn's Fabric). Learn and start making in class and finish at home.

   OR

3. Purchase 2 pieces of fleece before the class (same size and color coordinated). Note: Size of fabric pieces depends on who the blanket is for (baby/child/teen/larger adult). Learn and start making in class and finish at home.

   NOTE: A take-home step-by-step instructional sheet will be given to all participants.